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Abstract: FoCUS is Forum Crawler Under Supervision. The main aim of the system is to give only relevant content from forum and minimize the overhead. In that user can give request to forum and user can exchange information by using forum. Forum have implicit navigation paths using specific URL type from entry page to thread page. From observation system reduce forum crawling problem by using URL type recognition problem. System also use regular expression pattern. FoCUS design for learning ITF regex explicitly. FoCUS learns EIT path and ITF regexe from forum. Forum automatically collect index URL, Thread URL and page flipping URL into training set.
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I. Introduction

A web crawler is one type software agent. Web crawler starts with the list of URL to visit page. As the crawler visit this URLs, it identifies all the hyper links in the page and adds them to the list of URLs is called crawler front tier. Forums are platforms where user can request for information. For example, Trip Advisor Travel Board where user can share travel tip. Forum consists of tree like directory structure forum divided into multiple categories for relevant discussions. Under the categories consist of sub forums and again this sub forum can further have more sub forum. The topics (commonly called thread) come under the lowest level of sub forums and these are the places under which members can start their discussion or posts. Logically forums are organize into a finite set of generic topics (usually with or main topic) driven and updated by a group known as a member and govern by a group as moderators. All message boards will use one of three possible display formats. Each of tree basic message board display formats; non-threaded /semi-threaded /fully threaded, has its own advantages and disadvantages. A thread is the collection of post usually displayed from oldest to latest, all though this s typically configurable: options for newest to oldest and for a threaded can be available. Thread define by title additional description that may some once the intended discussion, and opening or original post which opens whatever dialogue or makes whatever announcement the poster wished, a thread can contend any number of post from same member, even if thread are one after other. Sometimes called a bulletin board or message board a web forum one line center for ongoing, in depth discontinue of specific topic and issues. Forum is not a chat room. That is user not participate in a real time discussion however user can ask and respond to question, explain service technique and strategy. Zhai et al[1] extract structured data from forum generic crawler[5] are crawler which use a breadth first traversal strategy are ineffective and inefficient for crawling. Generic crawler processes each and every page and ignores relation between pages. Glance et al. [9] tried to give minimum business intelligence. Gao et al[8] describe forum in the form of answer and pair focus is forum crawler under supervision the main aim of focus is to trawl related information that is user post from minimum overhead of forum.

Fig 1: Link between Forums

Forum consist of many different page layouts by verity of software packages. In forum user can travel from entry page to thread page using following path:
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**II. 2. Related Work**

Vidal et al.[7] describe method of learning regular expression of pattern from entry page to target page it is very effective but working on specific side from sample page. Target page found using DOM tree. The same process has repeated every time for every new page. Yang et al [2] proposed a method for extracting structured data from various unstructured web forum pages. M. Yang[2] can be use the template independent approach for structure data extraction on pages. They can be providing a robust and accurate extraction. It can be incorporate both page level information and site level information. It can be use template independent approach therefore its work on limited number of websites. In contrast, FOCUS system to learn URL pattern across multiple sites and automatically find target page. Bar Yossef et al. [4] did mention how to discover URLs. Li et al developed some heuristic rules to discover URLs buts alphabetically. In case the URLs list is produce from web server, document sketches are not available. It can be eliminate redundancies in a collection of websites. Recent work on forum crawling is iRobot by Cai et al.[6].

**III. 3. Terminology**

Page type and URL Type:

Entry page: Entry page is a page where arrives at your site some other domain. It is the lowest ancestor of all thread pages in forum.

Index page: It is the page that contains a table. Each row contains information about post. List of thread, list of board pages are index pages.

Thread page: Thread page contains a list of post with user content. Thread page contain actual post information.

Index URL: The URL which is present on entry and index pages.

Thread URL: The URL which is present on index and thread pages. It show title of its destination thread.

Page-flipping URL: The URL that is on same board and same thread pages.

ITF Path: ITF is entry-index-thread path. The navigation path from entry page to thread page using index URL, thread URL, and page-flipping URL.

ITF Regex: An ITF is index-thread-page flipping regular expression. ITF Regex is used to recognize index, thread, or page-flipping URLs on EIT path.

**IV. 4. Observation**

4.1 Navigation Path

Because of different layout and style, forum has implicit navigation path that leading entry page to thread page. FoCUS describe EIT path to specify type of URL and page to reach thread page.

4.2 URL Layout

The location of URL on page and text length is important to find URL layout information. The anchor text is long in index page and thread page.

4.3 Page Type
In different forum, index page share similar layout. The index layout is different from thread layout. An index page has no of records and thread has records that contain user posts.

V. Architecture Of System

![Fig 2: Architecture of FoCUS](image)

Fig. shows the architecture of FoCUS. Architecture of FoCUS consists of Learning & Online crawling. The learning part learns ITF regexes from constructed URL set. The online crawling uses learn ITF regex to crawl. FoCUS consists of number of page types. Using Entry URL Discovery algorithm, FoCUS finds Entry URL with the help of entry URLs. After that using index/thread URL detection algorithm, FoCUS finds index URL, and thread URL on entry page. Detected URLs are store in training set. Again this algorithm detect index and thread URL for destination page. Next, page flipping URL detection algorithm finds page flipping URLs in both page, and saves them into training set. At last ITF regexes learning module learns regular expression from URL training set. Architecture of system performs online crawling as follows: First push entry URL into queue; next it fetches it from queue and downloads its page. Then outgoing URLs are match with learned ITF regex into queue. This step is repeated till queue becomes empty.

5.1 Learning ITF Regexes

5.1.1 Training set construction

The main aim of training set construction is to automatically create set of index URL, thread URL and page-flipping URL string.

a) Training set of index and thread URL:

The URL which present on entry page or index page is called index URL. Its destination page is another index page. The thread URL is present on index page. Its destination is thread page. Note that only using type of destination page we can separate index page and thread page. Every page has its own typical page layout. Index page has no of records and short plain text. Thread page has actual user post. The timestamps are descending order in index page while ascending order in thread page. FoCUS represent page layout and build classifier by using Support Vector Machine (SVM).

b) Training set of page flipping URL:

Page-flipping URL is detected using page-flipping URL detection algorithm. The page-flipping URLs are different from index and thread URLs. Detected URL is save in training set.

5.1.2 Learning regex

After creation of index URL, thread URL and page-flipping URL training set, next is to learn regexes from training sets.

---
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5.2 Online crawling

FoCUS first find training set or learn regular expression is described as above. The working of online crawling is based on breath-first strategy. Firstly entry URL push into URL queue and then it fetch from URL queue and download its page. The fetched URL is match to any learned regex into queue. FoCUS repeats this step till queue become empty. Time consuming operations may be performing during its learning phase.

VI. Algorithm

Algorithm 1: Index/Thread URL Detection
Input: entry page or index page.
1) Consider G,b=align DOM tree of entry page or index page and collect group of URL
2) For each URL group in b do
3) C= length of total anchor in url_group
4) End for each
5) G = arg max(c) in group of URL & G.destination page type=Majority type of destination pages
6) If G.destination page type =index page
7) G.type of url = Index_url
8) Else if G.destination page type=thread. page
9) G.type of URL=thread_URL
10) else G
11) end of if condition
12) return G

Algorithm 2: Page-flipping URL Detection
Input: thread page or index page
1) Consider a, b=align DOM tree of thread page or index page and collect URL group
2) fore churl group in b do
3) if anchor text of URL group consist of string of numbers
4) pages =download the url which is present in URL group
5) if URL group occurs at same place in pages as in index or thread page and pages have similar layout to thread or index page
6) b=URL group ,b.type of url=page flipping url
7) break
8) end of if condition
9) end of if condition
10) end for each condition
11) return b

VII. Conclusion

Proposed FoCUS system reduced the crawling problem using URL recognition problem. FoCUS also show implicit navigation path like entry-index-thread (EIT) path. FoCUS is actual learning part so it collect index, thread, and page-flipping URL training set. In FoCUS system, no any time consuming operations and it is effective system.
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